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People have different 
preferences while 
choosing digital or 

traditional medium.

People like tangible 
feedbacks/

affordance from 
tools that they are 

using.

Digital interactions and 
traditional interactions 

both have their pros 
and cons.

6 interviews with professional artists and designers

2 field observations in drawing classes

6 peer applications and research case studies

More than 60 gestures on touch screen

Fast

Intuitive

Natural

Using digital tools 
should not slower 
than what users could 
do in physical world.

Do not change the 
workflow or habits 
users used to; Do not 
take too much effort 
to learn digital tools.

Give users obvious 
affordance to follow; 
design natural 
gestures to control 
digital tools.

Creative
Tools

Reference
Tools

Assistive
Tools

Front View

Side View

Connector

Connector

The tablet and phone can be jointed by a connector. 
Once connected, the two devices would be able to 
communicate and aware the context of each other. 
They work together in a way that tablet acting as the 
canvas and phone serving as the palette.

View  Finder

Slider
Digital Screen

Tuner

LED Circle

Eraser

Nib

Angle Sensitive

Lock Selected Color

Adjust Thickness

Switching Brush Style

There are many applications on tablet allowing users to do 
various setting about the brush style, thickness of stroke, and the 
color of marks. However, these tool boxes are all separated, and 
taking efforts to remember the layout of the virtual workspace. 

Everything about the pen should happen on the pen (stylus). 
For example, users can change style, the thickness right on the 
stylus. In addition, the nib will use ITO film which is transparent 
and conductive, for the purpose of displaying the thickness and 
color of current setting.

Undo

Redo

Erase

Undo and Redo are two great functions that digital technologies 
bring to us. In real life, once a mistake be made, it’s very hard 
to undo or redo. At the same time, users like to have physical 
feedback and affordance even in digital world. Since the most 
similar function is “erasing”, I believe associating the function 
of undo and redo to the rubber eraser would be a good solution. 
By pressing the eraser, “Undo” will be activated, and by pushing 
from two sides, “Redo” will happen. The LED circle around 
eraser would display current color be selected since it is the 
closest part to eyes.

The social values of this design lie on the concept of connecting existing 
digital devices to create new possibilities and combinations to achieve 
a desired result which embracing the advantages of tangible and 
traditional interactions.

Technology feasibility: “Device-to-device interaction associates multiple 
individual devices can create new interaction possibilities.” - Duet Research
Xiang ‘Anthony’ Chen, Tovi Grossman, Daniel J. Wigdor, and George Fitzmaurice. 2014. Duet: exploring joint interactions on a smart phone and a smart 
watch.  In <em>Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems</em> (CHI ‘14). ACM, New York, NY, USA,  159-168. 
DOI=10.1145/2556288.2556955 http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2556288.2556955

Enterprise values: companies like Wacom, Adobe, and Autodesk, are actively 
engaging on interactive creation devices and applications. These new possibilities 
would not only enhance the user experience with their existing products system, but 
also encourage more users to switch between digital and physical world seamlessly. 

LED Circle

Slider

Eraser

View Finder

Submission to TEI 2015 SDC with Shengfan He, Shaohong Cai, and Ke Zhang.
Only this section was done before capstone, and changes been made to them later.

Selected new functions developed during this capstone.

Fanning to show layers

Swipe right to show layers

Adjusting color on bar

Undo erase (or other gestures)

Pull to show one layer

Delete an active layer

Mixing color in the bucket

Redo erase (or other gestures)

Push to hide one layer

Adjusting transparency

Reducing opacity in “water”

Smudge with finger

Swipe left to hide layers

Hold “+” to insert a layer

Increasing opacity on “towel”

Switching between brush styles


